
 

Petilil & Lilligant  
 

Petilil (#548) 

Sex Ratio: 100% female 

Abilities: 

Chlorophyll, Own Tempo, Leaf Guard 

Petilil are a small grass-type 

Pokémon with leaves that, 

when eaten in large amounts, 

cause dizziness, but in smaller 

amounts they provide a 

revitalizing effect that helps 

regain vigor. These leaves 

grow back fairly quickly.  

Petilil average at 1’8 feet tall (0.5 M) and 14.6 pounds (6.6 kg). The deeper the color of their leaves, the healthier 

the Petilil.  

Habitat: Petilil can be found throughout the Asia and Europe, where they love to live near bodies of clean 

water on land with rich nutritious soil. They especially love flowerbeds and lush forests. However, Petilil are 

highly sensitive to environmental pollution, and will be one of the first Pokémon to disappear from a habitat 

when humans pollute it.  

Life Cycles: Petilil are born every Spring in litters of dozens, like anywhere from 60 to 90 is a normal clutch size 

per mother. As one can imagine from litters this big, Petilil are eaten by a lot of things. They are small, fairly 

harmless grass-types that also taste a bit bitter, and they’re snack-sized to a lot of larger predators, such as 

Talonflames, Sevipers, Galvantulas, Orangurus, Passimians, other primate Pokémon, and so forth. Around 3% 

of Petilils will survive to become Lilligants, barring extraordinary circumstances. As an all-female species, 

Petilils must seek mates from other species, with Ivysaurs often being mates of choice given the high ratio of 

males, and their own impressive flowers and courtship rituals.  

Behavior: Petilil are friendly but (justifiably) quite skittish in nature. They are scared of humans and other 

large predators as a rule. They live in large flocks/gardens of scores of other Petilil, often their siblings by 

proximity. In captivity, especially when raised from an egg or bred from domesticated stock by Breeders, 

Petilil are sociable creatures who need other Pokémon around to be happy. Other grass-types are the best 

companions to give a Petilil, but don’t let that discourage you from giving your Petilil other friends!  

Diet: Sunlight, berries. 

Conservation: Vulnerable 

Egg Group: Grass 

Grass 

Conroboherba parvus (Petilil) 

Conroboherba elegans ruben ((OG) Lilligant) 

Conroboherba elegans tripodo ((H) Lilligant) 

 



Relationship with Humans: Petilils have been eaten by humanity since we left Africa and travelled into the 

Middle East. They’re small, nutritious, weak, docile, easy to 

catch, and they breed well in agricultural settings. Even the 

dizziness that one gets from eating too many of their leaves 

disappears upon boiling. And, since the Petilils regrow their 

leaves quickly, there’s little need to kill them, just plucking their 

leaves does the trick.  

Their habitats are under threat all the time from pollution, and 

since they’re one of the earliest ecosystem indicators available to 

science, their presence or absence is a huge tell when something 

is going wrong in an environment. The main thing that stops 

Petilils from being endangered in spite of this extreme sensitivity 

to toxins, is their range and presence in human dwellings. 

Petilils would make for excellent starter Pokémon if it wasn’t for 

the fact that they evolve into the notoriously finicky Lilligant. 

But, Petilils are present on the teams of many doctors, herbalists, 

and chefs who use their revitalizing leaves to enhance foods and 

medicines. Their presence in the culinary arts and medicine is so 

prevalent and rooted in ancient traditions, that Petilils are seen 

as the symbol of herbal medicines and gardens. Many businesses 

throughout time use a stylized Petilil to represent herbs or 

herbal medicine, to the point that it is ubiquitous with the trade.  

Classification: “Conroboherba” is a combination of “conroboro” which 

means “strengthen, invigorate” and “herba” which means “herb.”  

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Lilligant (#549) 

Sex Ratio: all female 

Abilities: 

Chlorophyll, Own Tempo, Leaf Guard (OG) 

Chlorophyll, Hustle, Leaf Guard (H) 

Lilligant are tall, elegant Pokémon 

with gorgeous flowers atop their 

heads that always bloom most 

beautifully in the wild. The flower 

produces a strong, sweet aroma that 

gives a heartened feeling. (OG) 

Lilligants average at 3’7 feet tall (1.1 

M) and 35.9 pounds (16.3 kg), and 

(H) Lilligants are 3’11 feet tall (1.2 M) 

and 42.3 pounds (19.2 kg).  

Habitat: Lilligants are found in the 

forests and mountains of Asia and 

Europe. (H) Lilligants are exclusively 

found in the Himalayas, where the 

cold, rocky mountains gave the Lilligants powerful legs for 

jumping great distances. While Petilils are common enough, 

Lilligants are rare in the wild.  

Life Cycles: As an all-female species, Lilligants must seek out 

mates from other species, such as Venusaurs. They will roam 

forests in bands or by themselves in search of mates, and when a 

suitable mate has been found the flower on its head will wilt 

and wither away. When at last they lay eggs, they will guard their eggs enough to keep an eye out for egg-

thieves, but once the Petilils hatch then the babies are left to fend for themselves unless there happens to be a 

Lilligant in the colony. Be aware, that captive Lilligants who have not bloomed their flower for the year are not 

ready to mate. While Petilils are born in vast numbers and themselves reproduce easily enough, Lilligants are 

not at risk of death too often and can afford to be picky about when and with whom they reproduce.  

Behavior: Lilligants are finicky creatures and not terribly good mothers. While friendly enough, they are hard 

to please in captivity, and even veteran trainers and first-class gardeners have been known to struggle with 

coaxing the flower on a Lilligant to bloom. Should their flower bloom and they are then neglected, it will wilt.  

Diet: Sunlight and berries.  

Conservation: Vulnerable  

Like Petilils, Lilligants are finicky ecosystem indicators who flee from polluted habitats and deforested lands. 

Their populations are spotty and fragmented, but what saves the species from being endangered is the amount 



of habitat that they cover across Europe and Asia, and their 

willingness to live in human-controlled habitats like botanical 

gardens, even if they are finicky to the umpteenth degree. 

However, the (H) Lilligant of the Himalayas is likely 

endangered, but it’s hard to say for the sub-species is found at 

incredibly high altitudes and in remote parts of the world.  

Relationship with Humans: Lilligants are one of many symbols 

of beauty in the human world, often depicted alongside Milotic, 

Gardevoir, and Lopunny. They are popular amongst celebrities, 

and even veteran and first-rank gardeners find the needs of 

Lilligants to be a challenge. The flower of a Lilligant is 

sometimes cultivated into an incredibly rare and expensive 

perfume—Pokémon Rights Activists rejoice, the very nature of 

the flower on a Lilligant means it is treated well and it is happy!  

There are parts of the world that worship Lilligants as dancers 

and beauties of the forest/mountains.  

Classification: The species epithets of Lilligant, ruben and 

tripodo refer to the red flower on the head of (OG) Lilligant and 

the dancing movements of (H) Lilligant respectively.  

Evolution: Lilligants evolve from Petilils with a Sun Stone or 

appropriate equivalent. The regional form is genetic, so Petilils 

bred from the (H) lineage will still evolve into (H) Lilligants 

even outside of the Himalayas.  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


